
 

      

Antares Garlando electronic dart board  

  

Product features:  

Packaging dimensions:
Product weight:
Weight of the packaged product:

  

Product description:  

Antares Garlando electronic dart board with voice and sound effects, 28 games and 131 variations. Patented
"cyber match" function for solo play.

 The electronic dartboard allows scores to be stored for up to 16 players. It is made up of a large ring to prevent the
dart from bouncing and falling.

 The " double bullseye " structure with double central bull (green and red) without dividing structures makes it easier
to reach the maximum score in one go.

 The 8 backlit LCD displays with 3-color light allow the following views:

 Red for display of 2 rotating players

 Blue to display the score of the dart in play

 Green for cricket scoreboard display.

 The voice indications are in English, voice and sound effects with adjustable volume.

 The following functions are also present:

 Sleep function: after 3 minutes of non-use of the target, the energy-saving stand-by mode of the display is activated.



 

      

 Double function: activates the Double in / Double out and Master Out variants of the games 301,401.501...

 Miss function: allows you to record missed shots. 

 Bounce out function: allows you to decide at the start of the game whether the darts that bounce off the target after hitting it are
also valid.

 Patented "Game Guard" function: deactivates all buttons to prevent a misdirected dart from accidentally activating
one and altering the outcome of the game. 

 " Dart Out" function: allows you to view the number of shots needed to close the game when less than 160 points
are needed to reach exactly zero. 

 Patented " cyber match " function allows the single player to challenge the computer by choosing between 5
different game levels: beginner - intermediate - advanced - expert - professional.

 With 220V AC to 5V DC power supply.

 A kit of 6 darts with 40 replacement plastic tips is included.
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